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n July 1, 2014,
Idaho changed

its streamside man-
agement rule for tree
retention require-
ments next to fish-
bearing streams. The
goal of this article is
to provide an over-
view of the key points
in developing this
new rule. Given our
limited space, the
details of the new
rule are not provided
here; however, the
rule in its complete
form, along with sup-
porting information,
is available at
www.idl.idaho.gov/
forestry/fpa/shade-
rule/index.html.

In Idaho, the
silvicultural Best
Management
Practices (BMPs) are
statutorily defined in
the Idaho Forest Practices Act adminis-
trative rules (Forest Practices Rules),
and the Idaho Department of Lands
(IDL) administers these Forest Practices
Rules. Revision of the Forest Practices
Rules is initiated by the Idaho Forest
Practices Act Advisory Committee
(FPAAC), an advisory committee con-
sisting of nine voting members, which
include a fisheries biologist, a nonin-
dustrial private forest landowner, two
forest landowners, two forest operators,
two informed citizens, and an at-large
member. Non-voting members include
a private forestry consultant, USDA
Forest Service hydrologist, and an
Idaho Department of Environmental
Quality (IDEQ) manager. IDEQ leads a
statewide audit of forest operations
every four years to monitor overall
compliance with these BMPs. To a less-
er degree, effectiveness, completeness,
and logical consistency are evaluated.
Following each audit, IDEQ generates
rule-change recommendations, then

FPAAC works with IDL to promulgate
rule changes to address these recom-
mendations.

Concerns regarding the streamside
tree retention rule began in 2000 with
the IDEQ audit. Following the 2004
audit, IDEQ provided FPAAC and IDL
recommendations for changing the
streamside tree retention rule. The
shade rule, at that time, was quite sim-
ple: “Leave 75% of the current shade…”
This rule had been in place since 1976
with some minor rewording over the
years. Three concerns with the rule
were identified by IDEQ following these
two audits:

1. There was no minimum quantita-
tive requirement for shade;

2. There was no clear scientific basis
for the rule; and

3. As written, the rule theoretically
allowed repeated re-entry to streamside
stands that could drive shade to near
zero.

It is important to note that compli-
ance with the shade rule, during either
audit, was not an issue. In addition, IDL
Forest Practices inspectors were not
observing rule abuses of repeated re-
entry. Thus, the driving factor for revi-
sion of the rule was simply that there
was no minimum requirement for a
measurable amount of stream shade.
Obviously, in today’s regulatory envi-
ronment, any new rule would need to

address the second concern of having a
clear scientific basis. However, the final
important factors in developing a new
rule are more subtle and include sim-
plicity and operational feasibility.
Combined, these factors resulted in a
process that took over 10 years to com-
plete and included a number of failed
attempts. 

Scientific basis of the new rule

The constraints of the new stream-
side tree retention rule, agreed upon by
FPAAC, were:

• The desired condition for stream-
side areas is a relatively mature, healthy
forest;

• The rule should explicitly address
the variety of forest types in Idaho;

• The rule should promote steward-
ship of streamside areas, that is, it
should protect stream resources (in
particular shade) and encourage active
management; and

• The rule should be simple to
implement.

To meet these constraints and to
ensure scientific rigor, both field data
and modeling analyses were used. IDL
retained outside professional consult-
ing for this work.  

To address the variety of forest types
in Idaho, existing field data on forest
type and stand tables for streamside
areas were used. The goal was to recog-
nize that streams under different forest
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Figure 1. Modeled shade over streams of three different widths and several
different management intensities. Starting left to right on the figure, the
“benchmark” for shade was a 100 foot wide (each side) buffer, with no harvest
inside the buffer. The next increment of management was to reduce the buffer
width to 75 feet (each side), again with no harvest inside the buffer. The third
increment was to reduce the buffer width to 50 feet (each side), with no
harvest inside. The next increments reflect a 50 foot (each side) buffer, with
harvest inside the buffer reducing a relative density score to various ranges.
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types in different parts of the state have
different levels of shade. In the end, five
forest type-geographical combinations
were identified: north Idaho grand fir;
central Idaho grand fir; southern Idaho
grand fir; western hemlock and sub-
alpine fir; and Douglas-fir and pon-
derosa pine.

Model simulations were then com-
pleted in which the field-based stand
tables were “harvested” to various
extents and “re-grown” over time, and
effective shade was calculated over
streams of three different widths.
Streamside stands were characterized
by relative density (RD), a metric calcu-
lated from stand density index. The sim-
ulations were summarized in graphs, an
example is shown in Figure 1.

While not discussed in detail here, it
is important to note that the analyses
also evaluated the accumulation of
large woody debris. The evaluation
showed that for the range of harvest
intensities modeled, large woody
debris was expected to increase in all
cases. Therefore, the rule making could
safely proceed based on shade protec-
tion only.

Reaching a decision on the
new rule

Armed with information as in
Figure 1, the decision for the commit-
tee, IDL, and ultimately the legislature,
was: “Where do we want to land on the
curve?” This is inherently a value ques-
tion, not a scientific question. Every
individual’s answer reflects a unique
perception of the balance of risk and
reward. Landowners tend to put more
value on the short-term financial bene-
fits from increased harvest; environ-
mental advocates tend to put more
value on reducing short-term risk of
shade reduction and therefore prefer
increased retention. This mix of per-
spectives is built into the composition
of FPAAC.

In summary, after lengthy discus-
sion, FPAAC ultimately proposed a rule

that required high levels of tree reten-
tion, generally in the RD 55-65 range.
The committee also recommended that
the rule have two options, which is
unique in forest practices rules nation-
wide as far as we are aware. The two
options were largely driven by the dif-
ferent management strategies of large
and small landowners. Large landown-
ers wanted an option that fit with their
general approach of infrequent stream-
side harvest activities coincident with
evenaged harvesting of the adjacent
upland stand. Small landowners want-
ed an option that fit with their general
approach of more frequent, uneve-
naged or salvage harvest activities in
streamside areas.

Getting the rule passed

To pass this rule with broad support,
IDL and FPAAC committed to making
the rule processes as transparent as
possible; stakeholder engagement was
intense and targeted, exceeding legal
requirements. IDL conducted numer-
ous face-to-face meetings and presen-
tations to industrial forestland owners,
nonindustrial private forestland own-
ers, IDEQ, tribes, Environmental
Protection Agency, and conservation
organizations. This key to successful
rule passage—going well beyond the
legally required public rule-making
process to engage and educate stake-
holders—was made evident by the fact
that no public comments were received
that formally challenged the proposed
rule.

The rule making process took two
years to ultimately resolve technical
and political concerns. When presented
to the legislature in 2014, small
landowners voiced two legitimate con-
cerns: (1) the rule is fairly complicated;
and (2) the rule is very conservative and
greatly restricts timber harvest.

In response to these concerns, IDL
added a request to the legislature to
fund additional forester positions to
provide technical assistance to private

landowners. Finally, IDL in partnership
with IDEQ committed to testing the
new rule in the spirit of adaptive man-
agement. Data from the tests could
move the rule one direction or the
other, to higher or lower levels of reten-
tion.

Based on these efforts, the proposed
rule was approved by the legislature in
early 2014 and it ultimately became law
July 1, 2014.

Moving forward

Since the rule went into effect, the
IDEQ, IDL, and University of Idaho
have developed a partnership to study
the implementation and effectiveness
of the new rule as promised to land-
owners. We expect that initial data will
be provided to the FPAAC in 2016 and
2017, but it will likely take a few more
years to satisfactorily sample the range
of forest types and geography.  ◆
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